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Book 1, Installment 1Modern day Earth woman Kyra Summers is kidnapped by a seven-foot tall,

thickly muscled warrior claiming to be her Sacred Mate. Life on his home planet Tryston takes some

getting used to, as the laws of the world cater to erotic hedonism and leave females at the sexual

subjugation of the barbarians who claim them. Enjoy Kyra's spicy escapades as she adjusts to life

and love in another dimension.
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Don't know what I was expecting, but this definitely wasn't it. So much sex...WOW. If it wasn't for the

humor in this book I probably wouldn't have been a fan, BUT I must say that I have never laughed

so hard. To me sex and laughter just didn't mix, but I've changed my mind. My husband thought I

was crazy. I was trying to go to sleep and couldn't help but bust out laughing as I remembered

scenes from the book. My husband threatened to make me sleep on the couch if I didn't shut up. I'm

not really into most of the stuff in this book, but I couldn't put it down simply because I was dying to

see what happened next. I loved the book and I'll be buying the next as well.



This is a decent book via story and excitement. However, if you read the whole series, as I did,

you'll be sorely disappointed.Spoiler Alert -for the series:Ok, so the first book "The Empress' New

Clothes" is highly intriguing, albeit a little scattered in the plot. I can live with that. It was a decent

book.Then... I followed this "7 book series" onward...I've never before seen such a disorganized

storyline or plot in anything I've ever read. You have no idea what happens to half the characters,

and the author digresses frequently. The last 2 novellas that she dares to call books are the most

substantial pieces of writing; focusing on one subject.The series ends and you never find out what

happens to the other main characters. Not only that, but she has left many characters and main

plots in the dust.She has a good editor, and a creative mind- but I have NEVER read an authors

work that was so scattered, and so poorly put together! I can't believe I paid money to read this!

Im not saying "I don't like it". I'm saying it's not my cup of tea. I must admit, I read erotica for the sex

and I love finding authors who can weave the romance of a passionate (i.e.) Julie Garwood or Nora

Roberts novel with great, stimulating sex scenes. It's hard to find authors like that. Jaid Black

appears to be the polar opposite of a passionate "romance". Yes, there was a story line but it was

dwarfed by the sex scenes. So if you want to just read about hard-core sex, exhibitionism, multiple

sex with same sex partners, etc. and story line is not what you care about with your tastes, than this

book is definitely worth the read. FYI, I picked up this book because I read "Aliens" with a novella

from her about Kara & Death which I found sweet but confusing which is why I wanted to get a

bigger picture of her world. Well I did, and I'm not really into the Trystonni world..

Ridiculous premise? Check. Shallow characters? Check Boring sex that keeps happening anyway?

Check. This book has it all. Oh, and typos, malapropisms and bad grammar...Oh my! I read steamy

romances, I read a lot of menage, BDSM, sci-fi, freaky, based-on-nothing-resembling-reality kind of

books and I've never, NEVER been so bored, appalled, incredulous as when reading this book.If

the "steamy' scenes had been actually steamy instead of disinterested descriptions of some porn

movies I've seen this book could have held my interest but throw together a stupid hero (yes, dumb

as a box of rocks) a moronic heroine (please, if there are space invaders who want to steal our

women let them take women like this one so as to help clear up our gene pool) several one-off

appearances by characters I can only assume will have their own books in this series and finally,

my favorite, a woman who feels jealous over her man, then thinks about it for the space of a

nano-second and then decides she has heretofore unknown bi-tendencies and wouldn't it be cool to



watch her new hubby relieve himself on her new friend.No. Just no.I didn't even make it through the

whole book, and I can count on one hand the number of times I've abandoned a story like that.

Please save yourself a big disappointment and take a pass on this one.

Unbelievable setting. This world is supposedly more advanced that the primitive first dimension

earth, but there is little technology and the world is ruled by male warriors only. Women are for the

most part nothing but property. There is nothing to indicate this to be anything but a very primate

world compared to Earth ruled by the strongest. Also the biology of the abducted earth women

somehow changes so that they lay eggs instead of giving live birth. How does this happen?There is

plenty of sex, but not much else and nothing erotic. The sex is receptive and gets boring after a

while.

Cray cray. I was super overwhelmed with all the crazy sex going on. It really pushed the limits and

was not my cup of tea. At first I was like "wtf this is a joke" but I kept reading on for some reason. I

think it was because I had never read anything like it. I thought the characters were amusing and

had depth and the story was definelty unique. Don't read this unless your open to "out of the box"

sensuality. But it was interesting and I can't rate it comprared to any other book on content because

it was original. And the writing was great. So take a leap of faith and read it!

Up until now i thought that books like The Empress'New Clothes would hold no appeal to me. I love

eroticas and read them often, but this one - I though - might be a big too much. Wow! How was I

mistaken ! I loved every page of it. Read it in two sittings , forgetting about he outside world

completely. I am more than sure You will do the same. I highly recommend this book.
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